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Summer is back and so is our newsletter!

So… we took some time off from our newsletter and while we know it’s
important content- let’s just say it- we fell behind! Now, we’re back and
better than ever but want to make sure all of our readers are here
too! Trust us, we hate spam too! If you don’t want to receive our
newsletter, please feel free to unsubscribe below. We’ll miss you but also
understand!  

However, if you do want the best insights around Marketing, Digital
Media, Technology, Social Media, Business Topics, etc. All with tips and tricks along the
way. We’re glad you’re here. Our team works hard to ensure you get the best information
for your unique business needs. 

Also, if there is any specific content you’d like to see more of, let us know! Again, we’re
here to serve you!  

Enjoy the newsletters and like our social media pages for more information as well! We’ll
be sharing a lot in the months ahead…!  

And as always- reach out if we can ever be of assistance!  

Thanks,
Ron Adams
President and Founder, Engage Media

Our website - https://www.engagemedia.com/
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/engage-local-media/
Twitter - @RonTAdams
TikTok - @engagemediateam (coming soon!)

To learn about how Engage Media can help your business, please visit www.engagemedia.com or
email us at info@engagemedia.com. Our team of professionals is ready to assist you with all your digital and

traditional media needs.
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Fact vs. fiction: 3 measurement myths holding back your marketingFact vs. fiction: 3 measurement myths holding back your marketing

Marketers are no strangers to storytelling. Using data to craft compelling stories that connect the brand to
its customers is at the core of what they do. And today’s customers are more empowered than ever to
take control over their data to ensure that privacy is an imperative, not an aspiration. According to new
research from Boston Consulting Group and Google, while two-thirds of consumers want relevant ads,
nearly half of them are uncomfortable sharing their data for personalization.

So it’s not a matter of whether your business will shift to a privacy-first approach; the only question is
when. Gartner predicts that by next year, 65% of the world’s population will have personal data that’s
covered by privacy laws, which is up from just 10% in 2020. And yet, not all marketers have plans in
place that account for those regulations.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

FBI says fraud on LinkedIn a ‘significant threat’ to platform and consumersFBI says fraud on LinkedIn a ‘significant threat’ to platform and consumers

SAN FRANCISCO — Fraudsters who exploit LinkedIn to lure users into cryptocurrency investment
schemes pose a “significant threat” to the platform and consumers, according to Sean Ragan, the FBI’s
special agent in charge of the San Francisco and Sacramento, California, field offices.

“It’s a significant threat,” Ragan said in an exclusive interview. “This type of fraudulent activity is
significant, and there are many potential victims, and there are many past and current victims.”

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: CNBC
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CTV and digital advertising: How Connected TV is one of the fastest growing channels inCTV and digital advertising: How Connected TV is one of the fastest growing channels in
20222022

Connected TV (CTV) advertising was a beneficiary of pandemic trends and remains one of digital
advertising’s fastest-growing channels. Last year, linear TV decreased in importance to advertisers, as
cord-cutting accelerated and more programmatic CTV inventory became available than ever before.

Consumers have increasingly cut the cable cord and spent more time with OTT video, especially video
streamed to CTV devices. Naturally, advertisers have followed these viewers to the media channel.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence

Mastercard: April sales remain steady amid strong brick-and-mortar growthMastercard: April sales remain steady amid strong brick-and-mortar growth

In-store sales continued their rebound in April even as consumers purchased less online.

Total retail sales (excluding auto) in April rose 7.2% year-over-year and 15.3% compared to pre-
pandemic spending (2019), not adjusted for inflation, according to Mastercard SpendingPulse, which
measures in-store and online retail sales across all forms of payment. This is similar to the year-over-year
monthly growth experienced thus far in 2022.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/insights/digital-advertising-market-trends-predictions/
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Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Chain Store Age

TikTok Unveils Contextual Ad Placement Option, Guarantees They Will Be Among TopTikTok Unveils Contextual Ad Placement Option, Guarantees They Will Be Among Top
4% Of All Videos4% Of All Videos

In advance of its NewFronts presentation later today, TikTok unveiled a new contextual advertising option
enabling advertisers to “place their brand next to the top content” in its “For You Feed.”

The program, dubbed TikTok Pulse, signals the popular social media platforms embrace of a shift away
from so-called behavioral targeting to contextual targeting leveraging the inherent interest of the content
users are consuming in real-time.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post

Four Ways to Boost the Employee ExperienceFour Ways to Boost the Employee Experience

The employee experience—all the many touchpoints that employees have with company processes,
people, and their work—impacts just about everything in the workplace, from morale and engagement to
productivity and team dynamics. 

Fortunately, there are many ways to achieve a positive employee experience. Consider how taking the
following actions can help to improve the employee experience in your organization:

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: LinkedIn

41% of consumers want to shop in virtual worlds41% of consumers want to shop in virtual worlds
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Consumers may not understand the metaverse, but they would shop in it. A survey gauges consumer
reaction to the technology reshaping retail.

We’ve been exploring the way the metaverse, social commerce and digital retail are colliding as
technology advances and e-commerce grows. Brands are constantly experimenting in this space. 

But are consumers ready for those experiments? A recent report by CommerceNext, in partnership with
Bizrate and The Commerce Experience Collective (CommX), explored whether consumers are really
engaging with the metaverse, social commerce and livestream shopping.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Smart Brief

Apple Daddy, a meme template, and editable messages: Everything Apple revealed atApple Daddy, a meme template, and editable messages: Everything Apple revealed at
WWDC 2022WWDC 2022

On this day, Craig Federighi became a star

This year's Apple WWDC didn't give us the AR/VR announcement we'd hoped for, but it was still an
experience.

Most of that was due to Craig Federighi's tour-de-force emceeing and a screenshot that was begging to
be meme-ed.

But there were also some exciting moments related to the purpose of the event, including some major
software upgrades and an overall focus on privacy. Here's a roundup of everything you need to know
from WWDC 2022.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

Google Responsive Display Ads Go Vertical AutomaticallyGoogle Responsive Display Ads Go Vertical Automatically
Responsive Display Ads (RDAs) will undergo a major transformation in the second half of 2022 —
connecting creativity and advertising — to provide a better mobile offering for advertisers. It's part of
Google's strategy to bring more creativity and automation into advertising.

With responsive display ads, marketers upload images, headlines, logos, videos and descriptions.

The platform automatically generates ad combinations for websites, apps, YouTube, and Gmail.

https://corp.smartbrief.com/original/2022/04/metaverse-social-commerce-whats-next-for-digital-retail
https://commercenext.com/2022-consumer-trends-metaverse-social-commerce/
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Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post

What toothpicks have to do with marketing measurement strategiesWhat toothpicks have to do with marketing measurement strategies

As Google’s chief marketing measurement evangelist, Neil Hoyne has spent years studying the technical
aspects of measurement and how to strengthen the analytical cultures at world-leading organizations. He
recently published “Converted: The Data-Driven Way to Win Customers’ Hearts” to help marketers build
better relationships with consumers. Here’s an adapted excerpt from his book.

In U.S. politics, bribing is not allowed — at least not publicly. For years lobbyists would win time with
elected officials by taking them out for dinner. Offer them a free, dry-aged rib eye, and their attention was
yours for the next few hours — a cozy arrangement that led to a glut of steakhouses within a few blocks of
the Capitol.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

3 Google Merchant Center changes you may have missed3 Google Merchant Center changes you may have missed

A pause attribute lets you temporarily halt ads. Availability dates become required. And Google updates
its Unsupported Shopping content.

Earlier this quarter, Google announced a series of changes coming to Merchant center that retailers
should be aware of. Here’s a recap.

Pause attribute. In April, Google announced a ‘pause’ attribute to temporarily halt ads. This lets
merchants the ability to temporarily pause shopping ads without needing to use the “out_of_stock”
attribute or “availability” attribute.

This was a needed change because many times a retailer isn’t looking to halt ads completely, or that a
product will be back available for purchase in the near term. Starting in 2023, using the “availability”
attribute incorrectly may result in your ads being disapproved.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Search Engine Land
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Creativity in Ads Matters More Than EverCreativity in Ads Matters More Than Ever

Every marketer and brand these days has a little black box of tricks that they can use in advertising
technology: animated ads, ad trackers, rich media with video and audio, high-impact playable ads. The
list goes on. But while the technology gets more sophisticated, the experience for consumers has
arguably gotten much worse.

That's because technology's mystery box of infinite possibilities has come to define digital advertising.
And in our programmatically obsessed, multi-zillion-impression industry, the concept of creativity gets
short shrift.

Marketers (and especially their agencies) are putting technology first, searching for more and more ways
to automate marketing decisions, drive prices down, extract data, and increase intrusiveness —
regardless of how useful this is, and regardless of the toll it might take on consumer experience. They tell
their platform partners that unless they can deliver billions of impressions and blanket the entire
population of the world with ads multiple times, it's not worth playing or paying. And consumers are
revolting, with ad blockers, by denying consent and much, much more.

But when was the last time you were truly wowed by the creative in your own digital ads?

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: ANA

Shifts In Consumer Behavior Driving In-Store TrafficShifts In Consumer Behavior Driving In-Store Traffic

With the void of human interaction that the pandemic has brought on for the past two years, the desire for
people to experience in-person events has increased. As the saying goes, absence makes the heart
grow fonder.

Compared to pre-pandemic times when consumers were prioritizing convenience over heading out of
their homes and into shopping malls, we can now see the pendulum swing in the other direction. Let’s
look at how consumer behavior has shifted.

Return To Brick-and-Mortar Stores
85% of consumers will do more in-store shopping in 2022 than last year, according to new research from
ChaseDesign. This figure is up from the 79% of consumers who reported increased in-store visits in 2021.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Forbes
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